Different patterns of intestinal transit time and anorectal motility in painful and painless chronic constipation
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SUMMARY Anorectal motility and gastrointestinal transit time were studied in 25 patients complaining of non-organic constipation. Colonic pain was reported by 14 patients, it was absent in the remaining 11. The group with painful constipation was composed of four men and 10 women and age onset of the symptom was 22.1±5.1 years. The other group was composed only of women and painless constipation was reported to have begun at 7.9±2.2 years previously. In the group presenting painful constipation higher values of the anal maximum resting pressure, of the amplitude of the rectoanal inhibitory reflex, lower values of sensation threshold, need to evacuate, maximum tolerable volume were recorded, in comparison with those registered in the painless constipation group. All these differences were significant. In the latter group the total transit time was always very slow (186.0±4.7 h), while it was quite variable in the other group, so that the mean was in the normal range (79.0±10.0 h). The data show that two different patterns of motor abnormalities can be recognised in constipated patients. The presence of colonic pain can suggest the characteristics of the underlying motor abnormality.

Chronic functional constipation is caused by disorders of colonic or rectal motility. Attempts to characterise a common underlying motor abnormality have led to disappointing conclusions. The most recent investigations report either increased or reduced, and even normal, intraluminal pressure changes of the sigmoid colon1,2 and the same results are registered regarding the reactivity of the internal anal sphincter to rectal distension3-7. These contrasting findings may be because of a poor definition of constipation and to the heterogeneity of the examined patients.

The purpose of this study is to look for a correlation among clinical pictures, gastrointestinal transit time, and rectal motility in a group of constipated patients. It was considered useful to distinguish two groups of constipated patients: one characterised by painful constipation, the other by simple constipation—that is, without abdominal pain. This distinction is generally accepted and reported by several other workers,8-10 but no definite pathophysiological interpretation has ever been given to explain the different symptomatological patterns.

Methods

Patients Patients admitted to our clinic complaining of chronic severe constipation were asked to take part in our research. Twenty seven patients volunteered to undergo all the following examinations: double-contrast barium enema, proctosigmoidoscopy, evaluation of intestinal transit time, and study of rectal motility. Selection criteria included patients complaining of chronic constipation for more than five years, without any other digestive or systemic disorders. At the end of the preliminary study, two patients were excluded, one because Hirschsprung's disease was diagnosed and one because the scheduled examinations were not completed. The final study involved 25 patients.

Detailed information about the following was obtained: frequency of spontaneous discharges, age onset of constipation, laxative consumption, colonic pain, according to the criteria of Manning et al.,11 abdominal distension, and feeling of incomplete evacuation after defaecation. Total and segmental colonic transit time were investigated according to...
the method of Arhan et al. Briefly, 20 radio-opaque markers (sections of a 3 mm thick radio-opaque polyethylene nasogastric Portex tube of od 5 mm) were ingested and plain film of the abdomen was taken every 24 hours until at least 80% of the markers was excreted, or for a maximum of eight days. The markers were counted in three segments of the large bowel: right, left, and rectosigmoid area. The mean transit time of the markers in every segment of the large bowel was calculated according to the method reported by Arhan. Anorectal function was assessed by means of a constantly perfused 1.2 mm diameter double lumen tube with side openings of 2 mm od. A third independent tube was fastened to a rubber balloon (3×4 cm) for rectal distension. The probe was connected to Beckman transducers (4–327C) and to a Beckman recorder (R 611) and then positioned in the rectal ampulla and in the upper anal canal. The maximum resting pressure was considered as the highest pressure in the anal canal at rest, recorded by the pull-through technique. The reported values are the mean of three recordings. Rectal distension stimuli were obtained by inflation of 5–10–20–50 ml air and so on for 10 seconds with an interval of one minute until pain sensation was elicited. The following parameters were evaluated: maximum resting pressure of the anal canal, relaxation amplitude of the internal anal sphincter in response to balloon distension (rectoanal inhibitory reflex), rectal distending volume for rectoanal inhibitory reflex threshold, sensation threshold (perception of the distending balloon), evacuation threshold (perception of need to evacuate), maximum tolerable volume (pain threshold). Treatments with high residue diet or laxatives were stopped at least 15 days before the experiment began.

Transit time data and manometric results were compared with those previously obtained in a control group of 15 subjects without any gastrointestinal disorder, and balanced for age and sex. The analysis of variance showed that these parameters were not different from those recorded in the patients group.

Results

On the basis of the presence of colonic pain, it was possible to distinguish two groups of patients: one including 14 subjects with painful constipation and the other including 11 subjects with painless constipation. In the painful constipation group only two patients reported spontaneous discharges every three to five days and an irregular use of laxatives or enemas; in the painless constipation group only one patient reported spontaneous discharge about every eight days. As for the remaining patients of both groups, evacuation was always induced by the regular use of laxatives and enemas. Feeling of incomplete evacuation after defaecation was reported by all the patients of the painful constipation group except one and abdominal distension by all of them except two, while in the painless constipation group these symptoms were reported less frequently, with a statistically significant difference (Fig 1).

Features of the groups

The painless constipation group was composed only of women: mean age 42.1±6.3 years (range: 16–80 years). The painful constipation group was composed of 10 women and four men: mean age 46.0±2.9 years (range: 23–62 years). The age onset of constipation is shown in Figure 2. Constipation appearing in the first 10 years of life in 81.8% of the patients belonging to the painless constipation group and only in 42.8% of those of the painful constipation group (p<0.05, χ² test with Yates' variation).

Intestinal transit time

In the control population the upper limit of the excretion of 80% of the radio-opaque markers was 96 h (Fig. 3). The mean total transit time recorded in

![Fig. 1 Percentage of patients related to reported symptoms and to regular use of laxatives and enemas in groups with painful constipation (PC) and painless constipation (PLC). Difference between the two groups is significant with regard to 'feeling of incomplete evacuation' and 'abdominal distension' by χ² with Yates' variation.](image)
the painful constipation group was 79.0 ± 10.0 h. The analysis of the trend recorded for each patient showed that the total transit time was within the normal limit in 11 patients out of 14: mean 63.3 ± 7.5 (range 20–88 h). The total transit time was higher than 96 h in the remaining three subjects: mean 140 ± 2.3 (range 136–144 h). In the painless constipation group the total transit time was always beyond the normal limit: mean 186.0 ± 4.7 (range 140–192 h).

The study of segmental colonic transit time showed that in all the three patients of the painful constipation group presenting slow total transit time the delay was recorded at the left colon level and in one of them also at the rectosigmoid area level. Furthermore, the markers were retained in the left colon for a longer number of hours than in controls in two patients with normal total transit time. In all these five patients the mean transit time in the left colon was 65.7 ± 8.0, while the upper limit in controls was 39 hours. In the painless constipation group, segmental transit time was found to be delayed in 10 patients out of 11 at the left colon level (mean 83.7 ± 9.6 h), but also at the right colon level in six of them (mean 78.0 ± 14.6 h, versus an upper normal limit of 38 h) and/or at the rectosigmoid area level in four of them (mean 60.6 ± 15.6 h, versus an upper normal limit of 35 h). The transit was slow in all the three segments only in two cases, and in one case it was delayed in the rectosigmoid tract (105.6 h).

**RADIOLOGICAL AND SIGMOIDOSCOPICAL FINDINGS**

Barium enema did not show any organic lesion in all the patients who were examined: dolicoocolon (defined as an elongated, tortuous colon) was registered in six cases (42.8%) of the painful constipation group and in seven cases (63.9%) of the painless constipation group. Megarectum (defined as a dilatation of the rectum and sigmoid tract rising out of the pelvis) was recorded in two patients of the painless constipation group.

Sigmoidoscopy showed only haemorrhoids, and even these seldom, with similar severity and frequency in the two groups (20% in the painful constipation group and 32.4% in the painless constipation group).

**RECTAL MOTILITY STUDY**

The anal canal maximum resting pressures are shown in Figure 4. The mean of the painful constipation group was much higher than the normal range and the pressure was within normal limits in only two patients; the mean of the painless constipation group was within the normal range,

---

**Fig. 2** Age onset of constipation in the groups with painful constipation (PC) and painless constipation (PLC). Difference between the means is significant by Student's t test for unpaired data.

**Fig. 3** Number of markers retained in large bowel in different days of the study. Normal range is represented by the shaded area. In groups with painful constipation (PC) and painless constipation (PLC) results are expressed as mean ± SEM. Differences are always significant, except the first day (Student's t test for unpaired data).
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Fig. 4 Maximum resting pressure of anal canal in patients with painful constipation (PC) and with painless constipation (PLC). Difference between mean of the two groups is significant by Student's t test for unpaired data. Shaded area represents range of values recorded in normal group.

though a remarkable dispersion of the values was recorded.

The rectoanal inhibitory reflex amplitude at the progressive distending volumes was constantly greater in the painful constipation group than in the painless constipation group (Fig. 5) at each step of inflation. The means of the rectoanal inhibitory reflex amplitudes were, respectively, in the upper and lower areas of the normal range. A linear relation between the different rectoanal inhibitory reflex amplitudes and logarithm of rectal distending volumes was found in both groups. The rectoanal inhibitory reflex duration (Fig. 6) did not differ in the two groups and it was always within the normal range for all the volumes of rectal distension. A linear relation between the rectoanal inhibitory reflex duration and the distending volume logarithm was found. The rectal distending volume necessary to induce the rectoanal inhibitory reflex appearance was 12.8±1.4 in the painful constipation group and 19.0±3.3 ml air in the painless constipation group (Fig. 7).

The sensation threshold was reported at 26.0±5.5 ml air inflated in the rectal balloon in the painful

Fig. 5 Relation between rectoanal inhibitory reflex (RAIR) amplitude (mean ± SEM) and logarithm of rectal distending volume in patients with painful constipation (PC) and painless constipation (PLC). Difference between amplitudes in two groups was significant only at 20 ml and at subsequent volumes by Student's t test for unpaired data. Shaded area represents range of values of normal group.

Fig. 6 Relation between rectoanal inhibitory reflex (RAIR) duration (mean ± SEM) and logarithm of rectal distending volume in group with painful constipation (PC) and in group with painless constipation (PLC). Shaded area represents the range of the control group's values.
constipation and the rectoanal distension reflex showed normal thresholds for rectal sensitivity and rectoanal inhibitory reflex, high maximum resting pressure of the anal canal with greater inhibition of internal anal sphincter to rectal distension both in patients with normal and with slow transit time. Conversely, the second group (painless constipation) was characterised by constipation associated with a long total transit time. Rectal motility investigations showed higher thresholds for rectal sensitivity, lower maximum resting pressure of the anal canal with reduced relaxation amplitude of internal anal sphincter to rectal distension. The painful constipation group may fit the definition of the colonic motor disorder used by some workers ‘spastic constipation’, which is considered one of the various forms of the irritable bowel syndrome. The hyperactivity of the internal anal sphincter (high maximum resting pressure and great relaxation) may be regarded as the local aspect of a motor disorder involving the whole colonic smooth muscle. In this group, a slow intestinal transit time is not an important and constant feature, but symptoms such as pain and abdominal distension are related to a transient entrapment of gas and stools. The painless constipation group may fall within what is called ‘atonic constipation’, or ‘idiopathic constipation’, or ‘colonic inertia’, or ‘simple constipation’, and its pathogenesis may be because of a reduced motor activity caused, at least in part, by a defect of colonic wall sensitivity, which we found at the rectal ampulla level. This deficiency may be the only explanation of the reduced resting pressure of the anal canal and rectoanal inhibitory reflex amplitude, even if the possibility of a primary hypoactive sphincter cannot be excluded. The peculiar clinical feature is the lack of abdominal pain, even distension is rarely reported. The assumption that the internal anal sphincter pattern reflects a similar motor abnormality of the sigmoid colon seems to be confirmed in the recent observation reported by Preston and Lennard Jones who distinguish between constipation with normal and slow intestinal transit: a high motility index of the sigmoid colon was recorded in the first group, while a very low motility index was registered in the second one.

In both groups of patients the transit time of the markers from ingestion to the arrival at the large bowel was always within 24 hours – that is, within the normal range, which confirms that constipation is a problem related principally to the colon and that it does not involve the other segments of the gastrointestinal tract. As regards segmental transit time, the major role in delaying the progression of

**Fig. 7** Rectal distending volume for rectoanal inhibitory reflex (RAIR) threshold (RAIR T), sensation threshold (ST), evacuation threshold (ET), and maximum tolerable volume (MTV) in patients with painful constipation (PC) and in patients with painless constipation (PLC). Shaded area represents range of control group's values. Statistical analysis was performed by Student's t test for unpaired data.
the markers seemed to be played by the left colon, both in the painful constipation group and in the painless constipation group. In the latter group the slackening may also be at level of other tracts of the large bowel. Dischezia was found only in one patient; so far, the relevance of ‘outlet obstruction’ in the pathogenesis of constipation is not confirmed.

The prevalence of women patients was remarkable in the painful constipation group and total in the painless constipation group. In the latter group constipation was generally reported from the first years of life. Therefore, an inherited sex linked alteration may be inferred. Dolicocolon and megarectum were found at radiological examination, in nine patients with painless constipation out of 11.

In conclusion, our results suggest the existence of two different disorders with two different pathophysiologic mechanisms and stress the importance of total transit time evaluation in each patient complaining of constipation, particularly if painful. Finally, the evaluation of the internal anal sphincter behaviour may become one of the criteria for the positive diagnosis of functional chronic constipation.
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